
Class Supply List for Andrie Designs Classic Market Tote  
Friday and Saturday,  June 26 and 27 11am - 4pm 
Instructor:  Mary Stipanovich 
 
Pattern: Andrie Designs Classic Market Tote  
Go to to https://www.andriedesigns.com/product/classic-market-tote/ 
to purchase and download pattern.  ($7.48)  
Print the instructions and the following pattern pieces and construct the 
following pattern pieces referring to instructions at the top of page 4 on the 
pattern.  
1a, 1b, 1c -  the lining pattern  
3a, 3b, 3c -  the outer bottom panel  
4a, 4b, 4c - the outside slip pocket pattern  
You do not need to print and construct 2a, 2b, 2c.  
Make sure page scaling is set to none or actual size and the 2” test 
square measures correctly.  
 
Supplies Needed:  
Hardware 
¾” magnetic snap  
4 O rings or 4 rectangular rings  
Note:  for large bag purchase 2” or 1-½” size - small size bag requires 1-½” 
rings  
1 zipper - 12” or longer  
Optional:   4 purse feet, a personalized label, and a swivel ring (1’½” or  
1- ¾”)  if you want to add the optional key hook strap 
 
Interfacing 
2 yards of Shape flex - Pellon SF101 -  woven fusible interfacing  
Or choose Wovenfuse that is similar to Shape flex SF 101.  
Foam stabilizer - non fusible - choose either: 
ByAnnie’s Soft and Stable - 1 36” x 58” package or  
Pellon Flex foam FF77  - 1-½ yard for large or 1 yard for small size 



 
Fabric Requirements 
Refer to pattern for fabric requirements for small or large size bag.  
Top outer panels require ¼ yard for the large and small size.  Select a 
coordinating fabric or choose cork.  
Bottom outer panels require ½ yard for the large and small size.  You 
could choose a large print design for the bottom panel.  
Straps - Large size -  2 pieces cut 6” wide by 32” long. 
Small size - 2 pieces cut 4” wide by 32” long.  
If you want to make a double sided strap, wait to cut cork and fabric in 
class.  
Strap connectors - Large size - 1 piece cut 3” wide by 18” long. 
Small size - 1 piece cut 2” wide by 16” long.  
If desired, use cork for top panels, bottom panel, straps and strap 
connectors with coordinating fabric.  I will give instructions on how to make 
double sided straps where one side is a cotton material and the other side 
is a different material such as cork.  . 
Outer slip pockets require ½ yard.  This could be a coordinating fabric.  
Lining will require ¾ yard for large size and ½ yard for small size.  
Inside zipper pocket requires two pieces that are 10” x 8”.  This could be 
the same as the lining fabric or a coordinating piece of fabric.  
Check out https://www.andriedesigns.com/classic-market-tote/ 
for design inspiration.  
 
Other Supplies 
Matching thread or coordinating thread for top stitching  
Needle:  90/14 and 80/12  
Presser Feet:  zipper foot, edge stitch foot, zig zag foot, walking foot  
Fabric glue stick - I like Sewline  
Double sided adhesive tape -  Wonder Tape or Dritz Wash Away ¼” wide  
Wonder clips - an alternative to using pins when using foam and cork 
Rotary cutter and mat  
Miscellaneous sewing supplies, including rulers, pins, scissors, etc.  



Prior to Class  
 

1.  Print and construct paper pattern pieces - Lining, #1abc, Bottom 
Outer Panel, #3abc, and Outside Slip Pocket, # 4abc. 

2.  Cut  2 pieces of soft and stable or pellon flex foam  
If making large size cut 2 pieces 22” x 22” 
If making small size cut 2 pieces 18” x 18”  

3.  Please wait to cut out your fabric in class if you need assistance.  If 
you feel comfortable you may cut out the following before class: 
Pay close attention to large and small cutting lines. 
 
Top Outer Panels -  Cut 2 from fabric and 2 from shape flex  
16-¼” x 4-⅝” for small size or 19” x 5-½” for large size  
Bottom Outer Panels - use bottom outer panel piece (3abc) and cut 2 
on fold from fabric and 2 on fold from shape flex 
Inner Zipper Pocket - Cut 2 from fabric and 2 from shape flex  

 10” x 8” for small or large size  
Straps - Cut 2 from fabric and 2 from shape flex 
4” x 32” for small         6” x 32” for large  

         (Note:  If making a double sided strap, wait to cut in class).  
Strap Connector - Large size - 1 from fabric 3” x 18” and 1 from 
shape flex 1-½” x 18”  
Small size - 1 from fabric 2” x 16” and 1 from shape flex 1” x 16” 
Outer Slip Pocket - use slip pocket pattern piece (4abc)  and cut 2 
from fabric and 2 from shape flex 
Lining - use lining pattern piece (1abc) and cut 2 on fold from fabric 
and 2 on fold from shape flex  

4.  You may want togo ahead and fuse shape flex to the wrong side of 
the top outer panels, bottom outer panels, inner zipper pockets, 
straps, outer slip pockets and lining pieces.  For strap connector, 
center and fuse shape flex down the center to the wrong side of fabric 
 



Class registration policy:  All classes must be paid for at the time of 

registration.  If a class is cancelled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the 

class fee will be refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours 

in advance to receive a refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class 

handouts and supplies.  Please register early as possible to ensure your 

place and to avoid disappointment.  

Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will 

not have time to instruct on the use of your machine 
 
If you have any questions about fabric requirements, supplies or cutting, 

please text or email me.   Mary Stipanovich  850-545-2586 

sydais214@gmail.com. 
Please arrive 20  minutes prior to class to set up your machine, and  feel 

free to bring your lunch or snack.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


